“Ino” means proven professionals in various areas
Ino-Studio will be the trigger of business innovation in Kyoto, because
• Ino-Studio provides community space, where various professionals
can get together
• Ino-Studio coordinates communication among professional
associates

Ino-studio values
#1 Create a New
Business Model by
Providing
Incubation

For those looking for an enhanced business model, Ino-Studio can help
facilitate your research and training opportunities.
Create new business opportunities with group planning and mediation skills
provided by associate members. Our business experience can expand and
enhance your thinking.

#2 Connect the
World with Kyoto

Kyoto businesses have many alliances and cultural exchanges in countries
throughout the world.
However, many of the events and projects are operated independently and
have less coordination with other businesses in the alliances and exchanges.
Ino-Studio will act as a hub to connect your business to other parts of the
world. Our unique set of skills and experience provide you with fast path access
to the Kyoto academics, political and industry fields.

#3 For those
businesses
wanting to
connect with
Kyoto
Opportunities

According to an article published March, 2012 in 'President', Kyoto is ranked #1
as 'the most difficult market to reach'.
Many business entrepreneurs, especially Tokyo ventures, have commented
that the high frequency of business travel to reach the right decision makers is
an ever increasing expense.
Ino-Studio will serve as a 'branch office' for those ventures where our
experts can act as your marketing arm or streamline your existing staff efforts
in reaching the right decision maker.

#4 Activate and
Utilize Proven
Professionals

Major associate members of INO-Studio are ex-officers or ex-professionals of
major companies, and have special skills and unique experience as well as
excellent relations with key Kyoto markets, which cannot be obtained quickly
for beginners. This translates to the generation of significant new business
opportunities.

#5 Support to
those starting
venture businesses

Ino-Studio will provide the right person and procedure to assist you in starting
your business much faster and with fewer costly mistakes. Our experience and
contacts in the Kyoto academic, political and industry sectors can greatly assist
in achieving your business goals.
We provide office facilities at minimum cost and in the most convenient
location in Kyoto city.
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